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Abstract

Over the last ten years, Ontario Hydro CANDU power plants have gone through many modifications. This
includes modification from analog hardwired controls to digital and solid state controls and replacement of the
existing digital controls with the latest hardware and software technology. Examples of digital modifications at Bruce
A and other CANDU power plants are briefly described and categorized Most of the I&C technology development
has been supported by the CANDU Owners Group (COG) a consortium of Canadian nuclear utilities and the Atomic
Energy Canada Limited (AECL).

1 INTRODUCTION

Over the last ten years, Ontario Hydro CANDU power plants have gone through many modifications.
This includes modification from analog hardwired controls to digital and solid state controls and replacement
of the existing digital controls with the latest hardware and software technology. The digital hardware and
software have become major components in the operation of CANDU power plants for control, monitoring,
display, alarm, data acquisition and report generation. The modification projects involved rigorous efforts in
product specification, hardware qualification, software design, configuration management, testing,
verification, validation and commissioning checks.

Many digital Instrumentation and Control (I&C) systems make use of micro computers with both
predeveloped software and custom software. All Ontario Hydro's nuclear plants (Bruce A, Pickering A&B
and Darlington) use quality engineering procedures and standards in compliance with regulatory requirements,
codes and industry standards. The quality assurance program for digital I&C modifications has become more
stringent, especially for the safety critical applications. One major requirement is to have proper software
categorization based on the criticality of the functions performed by the software. In general, the software
category defines the degree of rigour required for the software engineering process as well as the licensing
scrutiny by the regulators.

2 EXAMPLES OF BRUCE A DIGITAL MODIFICATIONS

2.1. Category I Modifications

PHTPump Automatic Trip (P-Trip)

P-Trip protects the primary heat transport (PHT) piping and pump supports from pump induced
vibration. The system consists of two identical Fischer and Porter Microprocessors (Programmable
Controllers), process I/O and software within the PHT Auto Trip system. The input signals are: suction
pressure, discharge pressure and reactor power conditionings.

2.2. Category IT Modifications

Digital Computer Control (DCC)
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DCC modification comprised of replacement of the Varian V-72 computer with Second Source
Computers Inc.(SSCI)-890 hardware and relocation and enhancement of the display and data recording
functions on to a new Plant Display System. The SSCI-890 computer is the modem equivalent of the V-70
series computer. Its speed of execution is twice that of the V-72 and supports 8Mb memory compared to
32Kb for the V-72 computers. The software was ported from the V-72 to the SSCI-890 with changes made to
the Executive software in order to adopt it to the new hardware features while retaining the structure, function
and operational features of the original software.

Standby Generator Control (SGCS)

SGCS upgrade consisted of replacing the Governor Control Panel with Bailey Infi 90 control system and
upgrade of field instrumentation and Local Control Panel. The Bailey Infi 90 is a distributed control system
(DCS) comprising hardware from Bailey and Electronics Technology Systems Inc. The Multi-Function
Processors of Infi-90 are microprocessor based and provide the control logic for fuel control, sequencing, data
acquisition and annunciation functions. The system is configured using the Bailey Engineering Work Station
and then loaded and stored on the industrial hardened computer's hard-drive.

Fuel Handling Computer

Software changes were made to the PDP-14 protective computer used for the control of the fuel handling
system. Changes were also made to the PDP-8 control computer. The modifications were made to change the
direction of fuelling in the fuel channels, that is, fuelling with flow.

2.3. Category ID Modifications

Plant Display System (PDS)

The PDS system is a replacement and enhancement of the existing operator interface for the existing
Digital Control Computers and Safety Systems Monitoring Computers. The PDS is a dual redundant network
of Sun SPARC 10 Unix Workstations with high resolution colour monitors and colour X window terminals
for annunciation. Careful selection of components provides a robust system with functionally equivalent
components available well into the future and expandability to meet future requirements.

Safety System Monitoring Computer (SSMC)

SSMC modifications comprised of replacement of the existing Data Acquisition System (DAS) and
Monitor Computer (MC). The DAS supplied by VME Microsystems International is composed of MVE
162-223 Embedded controller with firmware. The DAS accepts the input signals from the safety system field
instrumentation and sends signals to the Control Room annunciation. One DAS exists for each channel of
each safety system. The monitor computer is based on SPARC-10 computer system manufactured by
Microsystems Incorporated. The primary function of MC is to exchange data with various DASs,
communicate this data to and from the Plant Display System and perform alarm detection.

Turbine Governor Control (TGC)

TGC retrofit for Parsons turbines comprised of replacing the original controls supplied by GEC-EUiott
with Elsag Bailey Infi-90 distributed control system (DCS). The Infi-90 DCS is a microprocessor based
digital control system and provides full redundancy for control modules, communication buses and power
supplies. The hardware configuration provides three distinct partitions for overspeed, valve control and data
logging. A portable Engineering Work Station is provided to perform on-line tuning, configuration, graphics
modification, and the saving and loading of configurations.

Active Liquid Waste (ALW) Control
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The ALW system was upgraded to add new equipment consisting of Active Drainage Handling, Filtration,
Reverse Osmosis and Evaporation-Solidification subsystems. Each of the four subsystems is controlled and
monitored by its own Modicon Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) and software. The subsystem PLCs
are linked by redundant communication links.

2.4. Category IV Modifications

Water Treatment Plant Control

The new Water Treatment Plant replaced the old water treatment plant. Each of the four subsystems is
controlled by its own MODICON 984 PLC with MODICON P190 Programmer. The operator interface
PanelMate Plus made by Eaton IDT Inc. provides control or adjust functions of the PLC operations It
replaces the conventional panel-mounted controls. The PanelMate Plus is configured with DOS-based
configuration software with a family of editors.

Generator Hydrogen Cooling Temperature Control

The Bristol Babcock series 624 Pneumatic Temperature Controller was replaced with Fischer & Porter
(F&P) series 5000 microprocessor based temperature controller. The F&P controller is configured using the
floppy disc (F&P software) and a 386 personal computer.

Mini SLAR

A computer based tool was developed to locate and reposition garter springs between the pressure tubes
and the calandna tubes for the fuel channels.

2.5. Not Yet Categorized Modifications

Gaseous Fission Products (GFP) Monitor

GFP system is provided to continuously monitor the concentration of certain fission products in the
primary coolant (PHT) for indication of the fuel bundle failure. The upgrade consists of replacing the existing
PDP-11 computer and associated devices with integrated signal processor and PC based field computer. The
field computer performs multichannel analysis, data processing and sends the field data to a central computer
for processing. The system was configured using the pre-developed application software and in-house custom
software.

Unit Stack Effluent Monitor

The unit stack monitor, supplied by SoiTento Electronics, performs on line monitoring of stack effluents
(paniculate, Iodine and noble gases). The conversion of electrical energy pulses to activity counts is done by
RM-80 microprocessor. The RM-80 also processes the flow rate input from the stack to maintain isokinetic
sampling process. The microprocessor is also equipped with a terminal where a portable readout device can
be connected to collect data

Core Discharge Monitor (CDM)

The core discharge monitor provides safeguards accountancy of the fuel bundles as they enter and
discharge from the reactor core. CDM is a microprocessor based data logger to log output signals from the
detector devices and transmit logged data via telephone modem for remote monitoring.
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3. EXAMPLES OF OTHER CANDU MODIFICATIONS

3.1. Category I modifications

Pickering B digital trip meter

Primary Heat Transport (PHT) temperature trip modification comprised of replacing the current analog
type trip meters with digital tnp meter jointly developed by Dixon Inc. and Ontario Hydro. The meters are
microprocessor based with A/D converters. EPROM stores configuration data, while EEPROM stores trip
and alarm setpoints. There are 5 discrete LEDs on the panel to indicate status of the trip, alarm, fault and
display conditions.

3.2. Category II modifications

Pickering A digital control computer(DCC)

The DCC IBM 1800 computers are being replaced with clones. But the original software is being
retained.

4. IMPORTANT ISSUES

During the modification process, the important issues identified for the digital I&C are:

Equipment Qualification for EMI and RFI.

- Environmental Qualification.
- Hardware Qualification.
- Software Categorization.
- Software Qualification.
- Human Factor Evaluation.
- Software Development, Verification and Validation.
- Regulatory Acceptance.

5. TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT

Most of the I&C technology development has been supported by the CANDU Owners Group (COG) a
consortium of Canadian nuclear utilities and the Atomic Energy Canada Limited (AECL). To meet the timely
needs of the I&C modifications COG reports were produced to handle many of the issues including
guidelines for hardware qualification, software development, software categorisation and qualification of pre-
developed software. The COG research and development programs are continued at AECL based on the
needs identified by the utilities.
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